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 As a Frontend developer with 6+ years of experience; I have necessary skills for creating, managing, maintaining and 
 extending the frontend resources. And I regularly do research on more of them. 

 HIGHLIGHT SKILLS 

 PERSONAL PROJECT (  Github Profile  )  08 / 2022 - Present 

 Light-house auto optimization boilerplate  - Webpack,  Vue, TS, Express, Fastify, uWebSockets, Puppeteer 
 Light-house auto optimization boilerplate  - Vite,  React, TS, Express, Fastify, uWebSockets, Puppeteer 
 Web-Frontend boilerplate  - Webpack, Vue, TS 
 Web-Frontend boilerplate  - Vite, React, TS 

 Features 
 ●  Runtime config variable. 
 ●  Integrate  auto-import  . 
 ●  Splitting chunks. 
 ●  Compression resources. 
 ●  ESM external resource (use ESM from external resource for instead compile / build from node_modules). 
 ●  Formatter, code-lint, pre-commit-lint is available. 
 ●  Provide SEO ability for CSR frontend frameworks (make SEO the website without using any frontend meta 

 frameworks). 
 ●  Light-house score auto optimization (auto improve light-house scores to become a best friend with any Search 

 Engines). 

 Responsibilities and highlights 
 ●  Summarize experience > Generate ideas > Analyze and test feasibility > Search for suitable resources. 
 ●  Define project architecture and implement ideas. 
 ●  Build testcase > Debug > Edit > Improve. 
 Besides building two frontend bundler tools with Webpack and Vite, the most prominent  highlight  of the project  lies in: 
 ●  The ability to  support SEO for CSR frontend frameworks  without having to deploy server side rendering. 
 ●  Automatically optimize light-house score  to the highest  level without requiring programmers to work hard. 
 Both of these outstanding features help optimize performance for web user products, and enhance the productivity of 
 programmers, by helping them focus on business code. 

https://github.com/anhchangvt1994
https://www.linkedin.com/in/truong-nguyen-8780a523a/
https://github.com/anhchangvt1994#technologist-personal-projects
https://github.com/anhchangvt1994/webpack-project-template-vue__seo-web-scraping
https://github.com/anhchangvt1994/vite-project-template-react__seo-web-scraping
https://github.com/anhchangvt1994/webpack-project--template-vue-ts__vue-router
https://github.com/anhchangvt1994/vite-project--template-react-ts__react-router
https://github.com/antfu/unplugin-auto-import


 WORK EXPERIENCE 

 Go2Joy  -  06/2021 - 06/2022 

 Project:  Go2Joy  web user (Hotel Booking) 
 Position:  Team Leader web frontend 

 Thank  you,  Go2Joy,  for  giving  me  a  great 
 chance  to  be  an  owner  of  the  frontend’s 
 technical  features  for  Web  User  Project,  which 
 enhance my skills so much. 

 Features / Pages 
 ●  Home page, Hotel List page, Payment page 
 ●  SEO, Config TailwindCSS, Handle  [language]-[country]  router  ,  Handle middleware 

 Responsibilities 
 ●  Create a web frontend bundler tool using Gulp, Esbuild, Babel, Browsersync - help dev processing faster than using 

 VueCLI. 
 ●  Define architecture and style-system for project. 
 ●  Define some awesome utils and components for the project:  [language]-[country]  correct generating, Detect Bot 

 (middleware), Detect Device(middleware), Detect Locale (middleware). 
 ●  Review and refactor code, discuss and support team members. 

 FADO - Miczone Group  -  06/2018 - 06/2021 

 Project:  FADO  web user (Cross-border Ecommerce) 
 Position:  Member web frontend 

 Thank  you,  FADO,  for  giving  me  the  great 
 experiences  about  how  teamwork  working, 
 how  control  emotions  of  myself,  how  start  and 
 finish  a  feature  and  how  happy  for  growing  for 
 myself every day. 

 Features / Pages 
 ●  Payment page, User Information page, Order Tracking page, Address Book page, Product List page, Customer 

 Review page 

 Responsibilities 
 ●  Analyze the requirements and estimate the time to complete the task. 
 ●  Discuss, contribute ideas and solutions for the features assigned. 
 ●  Cross-review among members with each other. 

 Vietry Co.,LTD  -  04/2017 - 06/2018 

 Project:  Landing Pages 
 Position:  Member web frontend 

 Thank  you,  Vietry  Co.,LTD  (Freesale  VN),  for 
 giving  me  the  great  memories  of  my  first  day  at 
 work. 

 Responsibilities 
 ●  Style and struct layout using HTML and CSS. 
 ●  Create FancyBox using JQuery  [project] 

https://go2joy.vn/
https://fado.vn/
https://vietry.com.vn/
https://anhchangvt1994.github.io/fvnBox_demo/

